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Extremis, celebrating its 30th year, introduces Panigiri, a revolutionary 
outdoor table designed to redefine the art of gathering. Inspired by the 
convivial spirit of Greek festivals, Panigiri beckons family and friends 

to share moments of togetherness around a common table.

Extremis presents Panigiri

A Greek Celebration in Your Backyard
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Pan giri means gathering all

Panigiri, derived from the Greek words ‘Pan’ and ‘Giri,’ meaning ‘All’ and ‘Gathering,’ encapsulates the 
essence of unity and celebration. The modular design offers endless possibilities, allowing you to choose 
between a table with chairs, a picnic table, or a combination of both. Build your desired length, there are no 
limits!

Panigiri table Panigiri picnic Panigiri combo



Innovative Accessories 

To complement the Panigiri table, Extremis 
introduces two accessories – the slide-on cushion and 
BYOS (Bring Your Own Seat). The slide-on cushion 
effortlessly slides between the planks of the bench, 
ensuring it remains securely in place and won’t blow 
away.

BYOS is the revolutionary add-on chair designed to 
enhance your Panigiri bench experience. With a soft 
sunbrella fabric seat and a woven backrest, it provides 
stylish comfort. BYOS easily hooks onto the bench, 
staying put even in windy conditions. The seats are 
also stackable for convenient indoor storage during 
Winter. 

The Perfect Companions

Enhancing the Panigiri experience are the Sensu Tilted shade and the Captain’s Pipe Chair. Sensu Tilted, 
with its innovative 80° angle pole, redefines shading solutions, offering 360-degree rotation and adjustable 
tilt positions. This dynamic design ensures not only elegance but also functional versatility, allowing you to 
position the shade further from the furniture for enhanced coverage.  

The Captain’s Pipe Chair is meticulously designed to harmonize with Panigiri’s organic allure. Its rounded 
legs not only ensure stability but also infuse a soft esthetic.

Sldie-on cushion

BYOS (Bring Your Own Seat)

Captain’s Pipe chair
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Design Beyond Esthetics 

Panigiri is not merely an outdoor table; it’s a commitment to sustainability. Crafted with galvanized steel, 
powder-coated stainless steel, and thermic-treated Ash wood, Panigiri ensures longevity while minimizing 
environmental impact. Its waste-optimizing design, utilizing excess wood from other collections, reinforces 
its commitment to sustainable elegance. Panigiri was also designed with eco-conscious transport solutions in 
mind, ensuring that tables up to 15 meters in length can be efficiently packed onto a single pallet.

It’s a philosophy 

Extremis is more than a furniture brand; it’s a philosophy. Authenticity and real-life functionality take 
precedence. From stackable chairs to wind-resistant cushions, every element in the Extremis collection, 
including Panigiri, reflects a commitment to high design seamlessly integrated into everyday life. Notably, 
our commitment to authenticity extends to our visual storytelling – we exclusively feature real people. Our 
photo and videoshoots showcase our employees, their friends, and families, capturing genuine moments of 
togetherness. Even our furry friends, like the donkey in our campaign footage, are real animals, adding a  
genuine connection to the Extremis experience.



About Extremis

Extremis was founded in 1994 by Dirk Wynants. 
The Extremis furniture design collection 
represents products that are both necessary and 
useful. Their “tools for togetherness” focus on 
human interaction, intelligent problem-solving 
and sustainability with the ambition to improve 
lives. Extremis has its headquarters in Poperinge, 
Belgium, the design furniture is very popular in all 

corners of the world. 
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